Regulators of an ancient polyphenism evolved through episodic protein divergence and parallel gene radiations
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Polyphenism is a form of developmental plasticity that transduces environmental cues into discontinuous, often disparate phenotypes. In some cases, polyphenism has been attributed to facilitating morphological diversification and even the evolution of novel traits. However, this process is predicated on the origins and evolutionary maintenance of genetic mechanisms that specify alternate developmental networks. When and how regulatory loci arise and change, specifically before and throughout the history of a polyphenism, is little understood. Here, we establish a phylogenetic and comparative molecular context for two dynamically evolving genes, eud-1 and seud-1, which regulate polyphenism in the nematode Pristionchus pacificus. This species is dimorphic in its adult feeding-structures, allowing individuals to become microbivores or facultative predators depending on the environment. Although polyphenism regulation is increasingly well understood in P. pacificus, the polyphenism is far older than this species and has diversified morphologically to enable an array of ecological functions across polyphenic lineages. To bring this taxonomic diversity into a comparative context, we reconstructed the histories of eud-1 and seud-1 relative to the origin and diversification of polyphenism, finding that homologues of both genes have undergone lineage-specific radiations across polyphenic taxa. Further, we detected signatures of episodic diversifying selection on eud-1, particularly in early diplogastrid lineages. Lastly, transgenic rescue experiments suggest that the gene’s product has functionally diverged from its orthologue’s in a non-polyphenic outgroup.

In summary, we provide a comparative framework for the molecular components of a plasticity switch, enabling studies of how polyphenism, its regulation, and ultimately its targets evolve.

1. Introduction
Developmental plasticity, a ubiquitous feature of growing organisms, has been proposed as a major catalyst for morphological diversification [1–4]. In particular, polyphenism—the production of alternative, discontinuous and sometimes disparate phenotypes to match expected environments—exemplifies the ability of genotypes to cross morphological space and thus potentially promote evolutionary change and even novelty [5]. For instance, novel alternative morphs might permit the exploration of adaptive landscapes without requiring changes to previously adaptive morphs, and multiple hypotheses predict that this process allows rapid diversifying selection on the new morph [1,6,7]. However, this process is contingent on the evolutionary maintenance of both morphs through multiple lineage splits, which itself would depend on a heritable programme for the morphs’ reliable, conditional appearance [8]. To understand the role of polyphenism in generating phenotypic variation and how it is subsequently selected, the genetic components underlying polyphenism and its change must first be described. Specifically, a comparative molecular analysis of polyphenism is needed to understand how its regulatory components arise and how those components are constrained or free to change.
Given its multimodal nature, polyphenism may often involve a switch-like genetic mechanism that channels environmental responses [9,10]. Indeed, the alternative transcriptional outputs and, in some cases, the regulatory factors underlying polyphenism have begun to be defined in numerous systems [11–15]. However, most molecular studies of polyphenism have focused on instances from single species, so it is still unknown how plasticity control mechanisms vary with or affect macroevolutionary patterns. For example, evolutionary changes to these control mechanisms can influence environmental sensitivity to a given set of external cues [16]. Consequently, such changes influence the frequency with which alternative morphs are expressed within lineages, thereby controlling their conditional response to selection [17]. By gating the selection pressure on alternative phenotypes, polyphenism control mediates the tempo of evolution of the molecular effectors—i.e. the targets of the developmental switch—that produce them.

An example of polyphenism that has been maintained through several phylogenetic splits is feeding-structure dimorphism in the nematode family Diplogastridae (figure 1). In this group, polyphenism evolved once and has persisted through several daughter lineages [18]. In Pristionchus pacificus, where the diplogastrid polyphenism has been best studied, alternative morphs enable individuals to be either strict microvires or facultative predators based on resource availability [19]. However, in other diplogastrid species, the polyphenism takes on an array of putative ecological functions, using resources in both generalist and specialist associations with dung, rotting plant tissue and a range of insects from wood-boring beetles to fly wasps [20,21]. Reflecting the diversity of this ancestral polyphenism’s functions, plastic mouth morphologies of Diplogastridae have rapidly diversified, both in morphometric terms and in the appearance of qualitatively new structures [18]. Furthermore, cue sensitivity varies within and among species, indicating divergence in plasticity itself [18,22,23]. In principle, the diversification of form and function of polyphenism may be reflected by changes in the machinery that regulates it.

The model P. pacificus, in particular, offers an entry point into the comparative developmental genetics of polyphenism. In this species, several genes fully influencing the polyphenism switch have been identified, including those for several enzymes [9,16,24] and a nuclear receptor (NHR-40) [25]. Two of these genes, which encode the sulphatase EUD-1 and sulfotransferase SEUD-1, are dosage-dependent and antagonistic in their phenotypic effects [16]. Further, in contrast to the receptor gene nhr-40, which is present as a single orthologue between polyphenic and outgroup species, these two genes have numerous paralogues in Pristionchus species. Both genes have specialized as polyphenism regulators relative to their paralogues [26,27], and for eud-1, in particular, this specialization extends to its apparently high connectivity: it is directly modified by multiple factors, including a chromatin remodeler and antisense RNAs [28]. Nevertheless, the events giving rise to eud-1 and seud-1 as polyphenism regulators are still ambiguous. Because comparative studies of polyphenism regulatory loci have been mostly limited to Pristionchus and a close sister group (Micoletzkya), the timing of the genes’ duplications relative to the origin of the polyphenism is unknown. However, building on recent advances in the Pristionchus model, comparative analyses of regulatory loci are now poised to infer the ancestral genetic contexts in which a morphological polyphenism evolved.

Here, we combine phylogenetic and functional genetic approaches to reconstruct the evolutionary history of components of an extant polyphenism switch mechanism. First, we reconstruct the history of two polyphenism switch genes, eud-1 and seud-1, by determining how and when their ancestral copies diversified with respect to the earliest resolved divergences among polyphenic nematodes. Second, we track the phylogenetic timing of when these copies changed at a sequence level. Third, we provide a functional genetic context to this reconstructed history, transgenically assaying the function of a switch-gene protein representing the ancestral state prior to the evolution of polyphenism. We thus provide, to our knowledge, a first historical account for how incipient polyphenism regulators arose and changed during the origin and evolutionary maintenance of a polyphenism.

2. **Material and methods**

(a) Detection of switch-gene homologues

To access the histories of switch-gene homologues in Diplogastridae, we explored previously unpublished genome assemblies for key representatives across the family (electronic supplementary material, tables S1, S2). To infer events spanning the deepest resolved splits among mouth-polyphenic lineages, we used sequences for *Koereria luziae* and *Allodiplogaster sudhausi*. Further, we used new sequences for two species (*Diplogasteroides magnus*, *Levipalatum texanum*) from a lineage that had lost polyphenism. To improve character polarization, we also used a new genome assembly for *Bunonema* sp. (RGD898), the nearest
sequence of outgroup to both Diplogastridae and its sister lineage (Rhabditidae) [18,29]. Genomes of the above species will be detailed elsewhere, but in brief, our sequencing strategy was as described previously, as were assembly and annotation for A. suhaisi, D. magnus and L. texanum [30]; for Bunomela sp. and K. luciae, gene predictions were made with Augustus [31] using protein sequences from P. pacificus and Caenorhabditis elegans as a training set. With these and published resources, we identified all annotated eud-1 and seud-1 homologues by reciprocal best BLASTp with the genes’ single C. elegans orthologues (ssl-2 and ssu-1, respectively). In only K. luciae, independent queries of its transcriptome revealed additional putative homologues of eud-1/ssl-2 and seud-1/ssl-1, which were also included in downstream analyses. In the case of Pristionchus, which drew on several recently published genomes [32], we identified ssu-1 homologues that were highly divergent (i.e. BLAST e-values > 0.001) and could not be objectively aligned to other homologues. Consequently, we excluded all Pristionchus seud-1/ssl-1 sequences from our analyses, although the presence of obvious seud-1/ssl-1 homologues in Parapristionchus gibidwaisi allowed us to reconstruct ancestral states older than Parapristionchus + Pristionchus.

(b) Reconstruction of switch-gene histories
To reconstruct the evolutionary histories of eud-1/ssl-2 and seud-1/ssl-1, we analysed both DNA and protein-sequence alignments. The automated alignment was performed in MAFFT v. 7 [33]. Alignment invoked the L-INS-i algorithm, as informed by the enzymes’ domain structures [34,35], and was run otherwise under default settings. The resulting alignments were then manually edited to remove ambiguous sites, particularly at sequence termini.

We inferred gene trees using the CIPRES Science Gateway [36]. In a first approach, we inferred trees from DNA under maximum likelihood (ML) as implemented in RAxML v. 8 [37]. For these inferences, alignments for eud-1/ssl-2 and seud-1/ssl-1 were drawn into four and two partitions, respectively: for eud-1/ssl-2, partitions included the first and second codon position for both the predicted catalytic region of the sulphatase domain and the rest of the predicted sulphatase domain (‘non-catalytic’ region); for seud-1/ssl-1, the sulfotransferase domain was likewise partitioned in two. 5’ and 3’ sequences terminal to the enzymatic domains were excluded. Under a general time-reversible (GTR) model, designating Lai lai as outgroup a priori [38,39], and setting the number of rate categories that maximized the likelihood of the tree a posteriori, we performed 200 independent inferences from each matrix, with node support on the final trees estimated from 1000 bootstrap pseudoreplicates. In a second approach, we performed Bayesian inference from DNA sequences of enzymatic domains, including third codon positions, and specifying a codon model of substitution, as implemented in MrBayes v. 3.2.6 [40]. For both matrices, which also specified the outgroup, the analysis consisted of two runs, with our chain length for 16 million generations sampled every 1000 generations. Analyses were run under a GTR + gamma model and default priors. Burn-in was confirmed to have followed run convergence and included the first 25% of generations. Our third approach inferred gene histories from amino acid sequences by ML. For this analysis, we partitioned alignments as for ML analyses above and included an additional partition for confidently aligned terminal sequences. We estimated the best-fitting models of protein evolution for each data partition using ModelTest-NG v. 0.1.5 [41], under a constraint tree inferred in RAxML under a WAG model and default settings. These models were then used for a second ML inference of 200 independent runs. The most likely tree from all runs was then used to iteratively estimate model fit, converging on models that were used for the final inferences, which were otherwise performed as for ML analyses of DNA above. All resulting alignments and gene trees have been deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository [42].

Following our inference of gene trees, we reconciled them with a well-resolved species tree to correct for possible gene-tree error and incomplete lineage sorting [43,44]. For reconciliation, we used a species-tree topology supported by multiple datasets and analyses [18,29,38,45] and gene trees inferred from DNA sequences under ML (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Nodes with less than 75% bootstrap support were rearranged to minimize the number of duplication and loss events, with duplications costing 1.5× losses, as implemented in Notung [46]. Nodes in reconciled trees were then assigned support values from, or incongruence with (i.e. non-presence or less than 50% support in), trees from other inference methods.

(c) Signal-peptide detection
To query possible functional changes in eud-1/ssl-2, we surveyed for signal-peptide coding sequences in eud-1/ssl-2 homologues across taxa using SignalP v. 5.0 [47]. Phylogenetic history of signal-peptide presence was reconstructed by ML under a Mk1 model [48], as implemented in Mesquite v. 3.51 [49].

(d) Selection analyses
With the reconstructed history of eud-1/ssl-2 homologues, we tested for episodic selection on them along individual branches of the tree. Specifically, we used the adaptive branch-site random effects likelihood (aBSREL) model, which offers a sensitive test for diversifying (positive) selection at sites per branch by optimizing branch-specific rate categories [50]. We performed selection analyses using the Datamonkey webserver [51]. We analysed sequences separately for each of the two sulphatase subdomains as described above. The analysis assumed the reconciled gene trees, on which test branches included those in Diplogastridae + Rhabditidae. Significance (p < 0.001) was determined according to a likelihood ratio test and adjusting for multiple comparisons.

(e) Transgenic assay
We interrogated the function of ssl-2, the ancestral homologue of eud-1, using a transgenic, ancestral-proxy approach. Specifically, we cloned the coding sequence for C. elegans (Cel) ssl-2, to which we ligated P. pacificus regulatory elements, and then we attempted heterologous rescue of a P. pacificus (Ppr) eud-1 null mutant, eud-1(t445) (electronic supplementary material, table S3). The 1.4 kb coding sequence for Cel-ssl-2 was cloned from a C. elegans (N2) cDNA library prepared as previously described [16]. Regulatory sequences included a 2.6 kb Ppa-eud-1 promoter and the 415 bp Ppa-eud-1 3′ untranslated region (UTR), which are together sufficient for the gene’s expression and translation [9]. Fragments were ligated into a single construct using restriction digestion and cloning into a pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega). The construct was then delivered together with a fluorescent reporter gene (Ppr-ecl-20p: TurboRFP) and digested genomic carrier DNA into the gonads of eud-1(t445) hermaphrodites. Reporting F1 hermaphrodites were selfed to F2 to establish two independently transformed lines. Heterologous expression of the full Cel-ssl-2 coding sequence was confirmed by polymerase chain reaction using the above primers. cDNA libraries, which were each constructed from pools of 30 mixed-stage, reporting individuals, were prepared as above. Mouth-morph phenotypes of transformed P. pacificus individuals (at least 80 per line) were scored as previously described [52].

(f) Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed in R v. 3.3.0 [53]. To test whether the presence of polyphenism could be predicted by
homologue number, we performed a logistic regression using a
generalized linear model with a Poisson distribution and log func-
tion. To distinguish the effects of phylogenetic correlation, the
taxonomic family was added as an additional variable to the model.

3. Results

(a) Polyphenic species have increased numbers of switch-gene homologues

Newly sequenced nematode genomes revealed multiple homologues of eud-1/sul-2 (3–6 per species) and ssd-1/ssu-1

(≥4 per species) for polyphenic Diplogastridae (figures 2 and

3). By contrast, most examined outgroup (Rhabditidae) species
showed one orthologue or, at most, two recently duplicated
 copies of either gene, and one of the two non-polyphenic
(i.e. secondarily monomorphic) diplogastrid species
(L. texanum) likewise showed a single homologue of each

gene. Polyphenism presence thus correlated both with
eud-1/sul-2 homologue number (z = 3.027; p = 0.00247) and
with ssd-1/ssu-1 homologue number (z = 5.611, p = 2.01 ×

10^{-8}). Because polyphenism evolved once in Diplogastridae,
we also sought to tease apart the effects of phylogeny from
those of polyphenism per se. When we added taxonomic

Figure 2. Reconstructed history of eud-1/sul-2 switch-gene homologues in Diplogastridae and outgroups. Genes from monomorphic taxa shown in brown. Node support values are given as: bootstrap support (BS) from maximum likelihood (ML) inference of sulphatase-domain coding sequences (left, purple values); posterior probabilities following Bayesian inference (middle, red values); BS of ML inference of amino acid sequences (right, blue values). Triangles mark inferred gene duplication events; a five-pointed star indicates single inferred duplication of sul-2.2 into supergene loci eud-1 and sul-2.2.1. Asterisks indicate 100% support; dashes indicate less than 50% support or node absence. Reconstructed nodes (R) subtended by branches of arbitrary length. Letters suffixed to gene names are arbitrary by species. (Online version in colour.)
family as a covariate in our statistical model, correlation between polyphenism and homologue number and polyphenism was no longer significant for sul-2 ($z = 1.376$; $p = 0.169$) yet still so for ssu-1 ($z = 2.37$; $p = 0.0205$), although statistical power was reduced by the inclusion of only two monomorphic diplogastrids in our comparisons. Consistent with this caveat, we found that polyphenism was indeed the most important variable in our model, with taxonomic family having a negligible effect (for eud-1/sul-2: $z = 0.402$; $p = 0.688$). In summary, our detection of eud-1/sul-2 and seud-1/ssu-1 homologues showed an expansion of these genes in polyphenic relative to monomorphic taxa.

(b) sul-2 underwent parallel radiations following polyphenism’s origin

Having recovered multiple switch-gene homologues among Diplogastridae, we reconstructed their phylogenetic history relative to the evolution of polyphenism. Because eud-1, in particular, has specialized in *P. pacificus* relative to its paralogs [26], we inferred the timing and hence possible roles of gene duplication in the origin of this switch gene. Despite multiple eud-1/sul-2 homologues being found in multiple diplogastrid taxa, we inferred a single orthologue of sul-2 as present in the family’s common ancestor (figure 2) as well as several daughter lineages giving rise to Pristionchus. By this inference, the multiple sul-2 homologues present in several polyphenic lineages—namely, Koeneria, Alloidiplogaster, and the ancestor of all other examined diplogastrids—were the result of independent radiations of this single orthologue. We also recovered the signature of concerted gene evolution between sul-2.2.1 and eud-1, a pattern previously reported for Pristionchus and Micoletzkya [24], and we found the same pattern in Paraprimitiochus. Further, our results show that these two genes probably arose as a supergene, also as previously described, independently of duplications in other nematode lineages. Because the inferred split of multiple *A. sudhausi* sul-2 homologues predated that between the sul-2.2 supergene and sul-2.1, our results specifically support the origin of the supergene and its subsequent gene-conversion events to be restricted to the lineage containing Pristionchus, Paraprimitiochus and Micoletzkya. Indeed, because *A. sudhausi* sul-2 homologues are not closely physically linked [24], gene-conversion events among other sul-2 homologues prior to the duplication of sul-2.2 are not likely to explain taxon-specific gene clusters outside of sul-2.2. Thus, the multiple eud-1 homologues distinguishing polyphenic lineages were probably the result of independent, taxon-specific radiations of a single, ancestral sulphatase gene.

(c) Multiple homologues of ssu-1 were probably present at the origin of polyphenism

We also reconstructed the evolutionary history of seud-1/ssu-1, which like eud-1/sul-2 is represented by multiple homologues across polyphenic species. As in eud-1, diplogastrid seud-1/ssu-1 genes have experienced lineage-specific radiations across Diplogastridae (figure 3). However, all optimal reconciled trees suggest that two homologues were also already present in the oldest inferred polyphenic ancestor, although the ancestry of several daughter genes was not resolved. It is thus possible that the order of early duplications in the family was even more complex than we infer, reminiscent of the especially dynamic histories of seud-1/ssu-1 homologues in Pristionchus [16]. Additionally, our results suggest that the history of seud-1/ssu-1 must have included at least one loss since the origin of polyphenism, based on the presence of a single ssu-1 homologue in *L. texanum*. If so, this event would represent a retraction of seud-1/ssu-1 genes in a non-polyphenic lineage, although multiple ssu-1 homologues are present in the non-polyphenic *D. magnus*. Together, our findings indicate that two homologues of seud-1/ssu-1 were probably present early in the evolution of polyphenism, suggesting that duplication and functional specialization of seud-1 would have been possible prior to either the origin or genetic accommodation of polyphenism regulation.

(d) Stem diplogastrid lineages report strong diversifying selection on eud-1/sul-2

Because sul-2 was probably present as a single orthologue when polyphenism evolved, we hypothesized that this gene or one of its daughters changed while assuming the new role of polyphenism regulation. To test this idea, we first examined whether the capacity to be secreted may have changed, based on the presence of a signal peptide in *Pps-eud-1* [9]. Predicted signal-peptides were inferred for most ancestral states, suggesting that obvious differences are not in the enzymes’ secretion (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). We then examined other domains of the enzyme. Because *P. pacificus* EUD-1 and SUL-2.2.1 apparently differ in protein function [24], we searched for specific differences that may have persisted between these duplicates across Pristionchus species despite ongoing gene conversion. We did not identify residues consistently distinguishing eud-1 orthologues from other sul-2 duplicates, so we next assayed for signatures of episodic selection across the coding sequence throughout the history of eud-1/sul-2. We found that both the catalytic region and the rest (‘non-catalytic’ region) of the sulphatase domain show strong, branch-specific signatures of diversifying selection (i.e. $K_s/K_a > 1.00$ for one of two rate categories across sites), all restricted to the diplogastrid lineage (table 1). In the non-catalytic sulphatase subdomain, we found diversifying selection in the ancestors of Diplogastridae, Pristionchus, and a Pristionchus subclade including *P. pacificus*. Further, both sulphatase subdomains independently reported signatures of diversifying selection in the ancestor of diplogastrids excluding Koeneria and Alloidiplogaster. Other lineages reporting episodic selection were terminal genes as well as the lineage that lost polyphenism, with the caveat that the branch representing the latter lineage was present only in the reconciled sul-2 tree. Curiously, few sites (approx. 2%) in the latter case drove this signal, while the rest report strong purifying selection (i.e. $K_s/K_a = 0$) in this lineage, suggesting the gene’s maintenance for a function other than polyphenism regulation. Together, our results suggest that stem lineages of both Diplogastridae and Pristionchus experienced episodic diversifying selection on eud-1/sul-2, possibly for a new or alternative function in polyphenic lineages.

(e) An outgroup SUL-2 sequence does not rescue polyphenism in Pristionchus pacificus

Because selection patterns distinguished eud-1/sul-2 in polyphenic lineages from sul-2 in outgroups, we asked whether
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Figure 3. Reconstructed history of ssu-1/seud-1 switch-gene homologues in Diplogastridae and outgroups. Genes from monomorphic taxa shown in brown. Node support values are given as: bootstrap support (BS) from maximum likelihood (ML) inference of sulphatase-domain coding sequences (left, purple values); posterior probabilities following Bayesian inference (middle, red values); BS of ML inference of amino acid sequences (right, blue values). Triangles mark inferred gene duplication events. Asterisks indicate 100% support; dashes indicate less than 50% support or node absence. Reconstructed nodes (R) subtended by branches of arbitrary length. Letters suffixed to gene names are arbitrary by species. (Online version in colour.)

Table 1. Branches of eud-1/sul-2 and ssu-1/seud-1 showing significant, site-specific diversifying selection (K_a/K_s ≫ 1) among Diplogastridae and Rhabditidae. ('Branch' refers to that subtending listed node; '+' indicates most recent common ancestor of genera listed; percentage of sites is that in the maximum rate class; 'LRT', likelihood ratio test. Boldface font indicates non-terminal gene lineages.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sulphatase subdomain</th>
<th>branch</th>
<th>max. K_a/K_s</th>
<th>% sites</th>
<th>LRT value</th>
<th>P_adj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>catalytic</td>
<td>Koerneria luziae sul-2-D</td>
<td>1670</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>98.69</td>
<td>&lt;1 × 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>catalytic</td>
<td>Pristionchus + Levipalatum</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>catalytic</td>
<td>Diplogasteroides + Levipalatum</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>17.93</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rest of domain</td>
<td>P. japonicus eud-1</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>20.90</td>
<td>&lt;1 × 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rest of domain</td>
<td>Pristionchus eud-1/sul-2.2.1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td>&lt;1 × 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rest of domain</td>
<td>P. mayeri + P. pacificus eud-1/sul-2.2.1</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>18.12</td>
<td>&lt;1 × 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rest of domain</td>
<td>Diplogasteridae</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rest of domain</td>
<td>P. maxillanci eud-1</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>14.97</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rest of domain</td>
<td>Pristionchus + Levipalatum</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>13.07</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
functional differences supported this distinction. Specifically, we tested whether the SUL-2 enzyme from a non-polyphenic outgroup could regulate plasticity in a polyphenic species, *P. pacificus*. For this assay, we expressed the full coding sequence of *C. elegans* sul-2, together with functional *P. pacificus* eud-1 regulatory elements, in *P. pacificus* eud-1 mutants. These regulatory elements drive over-expression of eud-1 in *P. pacificus*, resulting in a complete conversion of otherwise all-stenostomatous eud-1 mutants to an all-eurystomatous phenotype [9]. Therefore, a strong or complete conversion of the mouth-polyphenism phenotype by Cel-sul-2 would fail to show an obvious distinction between Cel-sul-2 and Ppa-eud-1 function, whereas a weaker or absent phenotypic conversion would suggest functional differences between the two genes. When we expressed Cel-sul-2 in *P. pacificus* eud-1 mutants, the heterologous gene completely failed to rescue the mutant phenotype (figure 4; electronic supplementary material, figure S3). While it is possible that this outcome might have been owing to non-production of a functional Cel-SUL-2 protein from the expressed transcript, the previous success of synthetic rescue constructs in *P. pacificus* suggests that protein differences between SUL-2 and EUD-1 must simply explain this result. In summary, the function of eud-1/sul-2 suggests lineage-specific functional differences, particularly between a nematode with polyphenism and a non-polyphenic outgroup species.

4. Discussion

The evolutionary maintenance of developmental polyphenism relies on the presence of a heritable mechanism to regulate it. Despite a growing molecular understanding of such mechanisms, little was previously known about the evolutionary processes that give rise to their components nor how labile these components are over evolutionary time. Here, we have placed polyphenism regulators described for a nematode model, *P. pacificus*, into a phylogenetic context. We have traced the history of two genes whose products compete to control a resource: polyphenism, recognizing that gene functions and thus novel traits [58–60], the fixation of any given duplicate is normally highly unlikely [61], warranting explanations for the higher copy numbers among polyphenic digenetic species. One explanation may be the additive function of some duplicates: duplications resulting in a phenotypic change might protect daughter genes from relaxed selection and ultimately pseudogenization, thereby promoting the fixation of new genes under the appropriate selective regimes [62,63]. Indeed, in at least one *P. pacificus* polyphenism switch gene, ssu-1, duplicates apparently amplify the phenotypic effects of the gene [16]. Because the parallel radiations we infer statistically correlate with the presence of polyphenism, it is easy to hypothesize a functional connection as well. However, the regulation of polyphenism by sul-2 duplicates in other digenetic lineages remains to be tested. The feasibility of reverse genetics in *Pristionchus* [24,26,57] suggests that functional assays of multiple switch-gene homologues might be readily expanded to other species *in situ*. Our detection of lineage-specific clusters of switch-gene homologues in this system provides a map to determining the importance of gene duplication more broadly in polyphenism evolution.

A second theme our study supports is that both regulatory and protein-coding evolution probably contributed to the evolution of polyphenism switch-gene function. Whereas many examples have highlighted the former in the regulation of novel phenotypes, especially in macroevolution [64–66], the role of the latter may be at least as important [67]. In the case of ssu-1/ssu-1, previous studies have shown that regulatory differences can explain at least some divergence in function between *C. elegans* and *P. pacificus*, as the expression of the sulfotransferase genes has clearly diverged between these species. Whereas ssu-1 is expressed in a pair of
sensory (amphid) neurons in C. elegans [68], seu-1 in P. pacificus is localized to pharyngeal and adjacent cells producing the animal’s dimorphic mouthparts [16]. By contrast, the protein’s activity may be conserved in at least one feature: as part of a stress response in C. elegans, ssu-1 promotes the activity of a nuclear receptor, NHR-1 [69]; in P. pacificus, seu-1 promotes the activity of NHR-40 and, at least indirectly, NHR-1 as well [16,57]. Therefore, an interaction between this sulfotransferase and a conserved nuclear receptor may have already been in place before the evolution of polyphenism.

However, strongly selected coding-sequence differences also underlie the evolution of polyphenism regulation, as our results show for eud-1/sul-2 in Diplogastridae. Patterns of diversifying selection were specifically detected in early lineages probably possessing a single copy of the gene as well as in later lineages, namely in Pristionchus, in which both copies making up a supergene have experienced positive selection through concerted evolution. Further, our findings here suggest that protein function has diverged between P. pacificus and a non-polyphenic outgroup. This difference is similar to a previous finding that even recent duplicates have probably diverged in protein function, specifically P. pacificus EUD-1 and SUL-2.2.1, which differ in their ability to rescue eud-1 mutants when expressed under a common promoter [24]. Although our results do not distinguish between a loss of incipient polyphenism function in the Caenorhabditis lineage from a gain in the Pristionchus lineage, the coding-sequence divergence of diplogastrid eud-1/sul-2 homologues lead us to hypothesize that functional differences occurred immediately prior to or during the evolution of Diplogastridae. While the identity and timing of the relevant changes are still to be determined, we have found this putative functional divergence to be reflected by protein-coding differences that have episodically accumulated between lineages.

In summary, our findings provide a comparative framework for the molecular basis of polyphenism, specifically the components of a plasticity switch. This framework has revealed two features—extensive gene duplication and rapid coding-sequence evolution—that characterize plasticity switch-gene homologues during the early evolution of a polyphenism. As the functional importance of these homologues is explored, this framework will inform what is needed to accommodate or maintain alternative morphs over evolutionary time. Because polyphenism is an exemplar of how developmental plasticity may facilitate the evolution of new traits [1], molecular studies of polyphenism’s control and persistence should reveal the genetic parameters for its evolutionary potential.
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